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MultiTrans 7 Patch 7.0.21077.2 – 7.0.21225.3
New Features
1. (61215) Custom customer invoices can be generated based on flexible templates allowing you to
fully adapt the look and feel of invoices including logos, static text, most standard and all custom
fields as well as configuring formulas and data grouping. A separate installer is required.
2. MultiTrans components are being rebranded following the merger of RWS and SDL. Some user
interface changes can be seen in the Study Budget Estimate Tool, and the Android version of the
MultiTrans Mobile app will be updated shortly in the Google Play store.
3. (65025) A new option Content in <> is HTML has been added to the Excel importer in the XLIFF
Editor, the TextBase Builder, the Auto-Align Scheduler and Flow. This option determines
whether text in angled brackets is considered as regular translatable text or as HTML tags.
4. (64118) The task level field Cost is available as a variable in the Task to be approved notification
template.

Program Updates
5. (6247) Apache Tomcat has been upgraded from version 7 to version 9. Version 7 has reached
end of life.
6. (64037, 64038, 64772) Some Spanish localization has been corrected in the Customer Portal.
7. (59625) Words with non-breaking hyphens can be properly searched for new documents added
to a TextBase.
8. (64511) File names with ampersands (&) can be uploaded into MultiTrans Flow.
9. (54996) Customer contacts have no access to internal comments regardless of whether
instructions are entered in the Customer Portal.
10. (67358) The text of Direct Text Translations can be viewed from the Customer Portal.
11. (65233, 65296) Customer contacts with the proper access rights can view the invoice table from
the Customer Portal.
12. (65353) Customer contacts can edit existing projects and submit with empty Also Deliver To
fields from the Customer Portal
13. (64739, 64887) A proper error message and highlighting is displayed when customer contacts
enter an invalid time value when submitting or editing a project.
14. (65422) The correct tooltip is shown when downloading invoices from the Customer Portal.
15. (63382) Long document names wrap when opening projects in the Project Manager Portal.
16. (67273) The calendar displays correctly when adding a delivery date to a project task.
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17. (63994) Old and new delivery date values are displayed in the Modified Project email
notification.
18. (65238) Trados analyses can be uploaded via the Documents tab of a project.
19. (64770) Project Managers are warned when trying to apply a dynamic workflow template to a
project that already has a static workflow template applied.
20. (65063) Line feeds within a segment are exported in the Review in Word functionality.
21. (64815) MultiTrans Import Word Review Flow Machine Tasks can be added to static templates.
22. (64786) Project Managers can search for dynamic workflow templates using uppercase letters.
23. (64650) New tasks are added correctly to existing static workflow templates applied to a project
document.
24. (64723) Proper error messages are displayed when attempting to enter a very large number in
the Qty field of a project workflow.
25. (63508) A provider’s rates can be modified when they have no tasks pending.
26. (63684) Project Managers cannot edit a quotation total after the quote has been approved.
27. (64039) Project Managers or Administrators cannot enter more than 2000 characters in the
Login Message.
28. (62082) Project Lists checkboxes are not displayed when editing table columns in the Project
Manager Portal.
29. (64040) The Login Message can be collapsed on the login window.
30. (63356) The Provider Schedule view displays correctly converted time zones.
31. (64313) Pooled teams can be deselected from a saved project.
32. (67347) The euro symbol € displays correctly in the project details of the Project Manager
Portal.
33. (65291) Decimal points are correctly parsed when used in manual invoices to delimit thousands.
34. (64726) Duplicated Search and Clear all fields buttons have been removed from the Payable
Invoice Search window.
35. (64414) A character limit has been added to billing accounts in the MultiTrans Flow Settings.
36. (64922) The Save button is only enabled when changes are made to a new quote in the Project
Manager Portal.
37. (64955) Project Managers can browse directly from the Rates tab to the Pool Configuration tab
within a project.
38. (64640) Team Managers can be changed in the MultiTrans Flow Settings without refreshing the
page.
39. (64641) Team members can only be added once, regardless of their role on the team.
40. (65030) The same temporary team name can be added in different projects.
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41. (65314) Project Managers are given a clear message when a Project Creation Form (PCF) cannot
be deleted because it is in use.
42. (64860) Descriptions with line breaks can be added to Timesheet events.
43. (65005) Flow Machine Tasks are not displayed in the Provider Portal > My Flow > Rates tab.
44. (63484) The side menu in the Provider Portal Task List can be accessed and manipulated via the
keyboard.
45. (64609) Calendar icons display correctly when one provider grants another provider access to
their tasks.
46. (63295) Some French localization has been corrected in the Provider Portal.
47. (64597, 64599) The footers in the various Web portals have been updated for consistency.
48. (61417) Formatting attributes that are not applied to text are not exported by the Review in
Word.
49. (64059) <w:smartTagPr> nodes are removed when Word documents are converted to XLIFF
format, allowing a correct re-export to Word.
50. (64997) equiv-text values from hidden tags are not added to TextBases.
51. (66412, 66631) SDLXLIFF files are analysed correctly.
52. (66766, 67348) Native SDLXLIFF files can be opened correctly in Trados Studio following
translation in the Web Editor.
53. (66693) Translations added to SDLXLIFF files in Trados Studio display correctly in the Web Editor.
54. (64806, 65020) MultiTrans-generated files are analyzed and open correctly in Trados Studio
when matches are retrieved from native *.doc files added to the TextBase.
55. (64995) The *.vsdx XLIFF importer <defaultElement> has been corrected.
56. (67343) The SBET Import link has been removed from the MultiTrans Flow Settings as the
imports are customer specific.
57. (65327) Users are redirected to the Study Budget Estimate Tool home page when clicking the
MultiTrans icon in the header.
58. (65334, 65335) Study names are limited to 50 characters.
59. (65332) The project code field is not mandatory for study budget estimates.
60. (65297) A clear error message is displayed if a Study Name is less than 2 characters long.
61. (65769) Study budgets can be previewed after selecting Back from the Edit Assumptions page.
62. (65338, 65344) Study budget estimates can no longer be exported; instead, the Print option
should be used to print to a PDF format. Some export issues including page breaks and font
colours are resolved using a PDF printer.
63. (65380) Users are prevented from attempting to delete a single study budget twice.
64. (65290) Pagination is correct when there are no study budget estimates.
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65. (65298, 65305) Some layout issues in the Study Budget Estimate Tool have been improved.
66. (64836) The (Android) MultiTrans Mobile app changes user interface language based on the user
selection.
67. Additional error handling has been added to the (Android) MultiTrans Mobile app.
68. (64833, 64834) Localization has been improved in the (Android) MultiTrans Mobile app.
69. (64123) The public REST API properly differentiates between projects belonging to customer
contacts with the same first and last names, but different customer associations.
70. (59414, 63568, 63604, 64693, 64849, 65346) Some third-party libraries have been updated to
stay current and avoid potential security issues.
71. Additional input validations have been added to MultiTrans Flow to avoid possible parameter
fuzzing vulnerabilities.
72. (64932) Some cookies have been modified to prevent possible cross-site scripting vulnerabilities.

Notes
Apache Tomcat will only be upgraded on a full uninstall / reinstall of MultiTrans Flow. If MultiTrans Flow
is patched, the Tomcat version will not change.
To add the <%taskCost%> variable to the Task to be approved notification template, you must Restore
Default Notification in Flow Settings > Notification Templates for that template.
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About RWS
RWS Holdings plc is the world’s leading provider of technology-enabled language, content management and intellectual property services.
We help our customers to connect with and bring new ideas to people globally by communicating business critical content at scale and
enabling the protection and realization of their innovations.
Our vision is to help organizations interact effectively with people anywhere in the world by solving their language, content and market
access challenges through our collective global intelligence, deep expertise and smart technology.
Customers include 90 of the globe’s top 100 brands, the top 10 pharmaceutical companies and approximately half of the top 20 patent filers
worldwide. Our client base spans Europe, Asia Pacific, and North and South America across the technology, pharmaceutical, medical, legal,
chemical, automotive, government and telecommunications sectors, which we serve from offices across five continents.
Founded in 1958, RWS is headquartered in the UK and publicly listed on AIM, the London Stock Exchange regulated market (RWS.L).
For further information, please visit: www.rws.com
© All Rights Reserved. Information contained herein is deemed confidential and the proprietary information of RWS Group*.
*RWS Group shall mean RWS Holdings PLC for and on behalf of its affiliates and subsidiaries.
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